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Abstract

In this paper we present the results of the first systematic investigation of the geometrical properties of sodium nanoclusters in NaCl using the combined results of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). The melting behaviour of the sodium nanoclusters which had been produced in NaCl by electron beam irradiation up to a dose of 200 MGy has been studied by means of DSC. The sodium colloids have been visualized by AFM and their size distribution has been evaluated for two irradiation doses. The DSC scans of the irradiated samples exhibit two melting peaks located at temperatures below the melting temperature of bulk sodium. A phenomenological model has been proposed which explains this behaviour by the existence of two different structural states in the population of sodium colloids. We believe that small sodium clusters inherit the FCC structure from the surrounding Na sublattice in the NaCl matrix. When a small colloid grows, its lattice structure eventually transforms into the BCC structure of bulk sodium. The model results have been compared with the DSC measurements and the transition radius for the two structural states has been estimated.

1. Introduction

The study of the thermal properties and melting behaviour of small metallic clusters has become a highly active field of research in the past few years. Many recent experimental results and theoretical calculations show the intricate dependence of the melting point on the size of free metallic clusters [1–4]. In this paper we present experimental observations of sodium clusters,
which have been produced in bulk NaCl by the exposure of the samples to an intense beam of high-energy electrons from an electron accelerator. We also present the results of the first systematic investigation of the geometrical properties of sodium nanoclusters in NaCl using the combined results of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). To achieve this we have combined calorimetric and microscopical studies of metallic clusters in exactly the same samples. Sodium clusters were visualized on the cleaved surface of irradiated NaCl crystals by AFM. DSC has been used for the investigation of the thermal properties of radiation-induced sodium clusters. It should be taken into account that the melting properties of free clusters and clusters embedded in an ionic crystalline lattice are different. In the latter case the clusters are affected by the presence of the surrounding matrix. Another complication in our investigation is that we are dealing with clusters with varying sizes distributed in some interval.

Several sets of K doped NaCl mono-crystalline samples have been irradiated by means of 1.35 MeV electrons from a van de Graaff accelerator to doses between 50 and 200 MGy (2 × 10^{17} and 8 × 10^{17} e\textsuperscript{−} cm\textsuperscript{−2}). Details of the experimental setup have been described in [12]. The irradiation dose in the sample is homogeneous [12]. The irradiation dose in the irradiated sample has been calculated using standard procedures [13]. The samples have been selected for investigation on the basis of our previous results [5]. In various stages of the irradiation isolated sodium clusters (or colloids) show the features of nucleation and growth with increasing irradiation up to the ultimate dose values mentioned above.

2. Experiment

2.1. Differential scanning calorimetry

DSC measurements have been carried out to investigate the samples. This method is very suitable for the determination of the volume fraction of metallic Na produced inside the sample during the irradiation process. The latent heat of melting (LHM) of the Na colloids has been measured for each sample with a Perkin-Elmer DSC-7 system. The difference in heat flow between the irradiated sample and the reference sample (unirradiated NaCl) was measured during heating from 50 to 150 °C with a heating rate of 10 °C min\textsuperscript{−1}. The appearance of the LHM peaks in the ‘DSC spectrum’ (i.e. the difference between the irradiated and unirradiated NaCl samples) in this temperature interval is evidence for the presence of sodium colloids in the sample.

For the samples used in this investigation we have observed two melting peaks in the ‘DSC spectrum’, namely, at 82 °C (peak 1) and 92 °C (peak 2) (figure 1). These positions are the mean values for all studied samples which exhibit a scatter of ±2 °C. This is in good agreement with our previous results [5]. A detailed analysis of the DSC spectra for samples with different irradiation doses has also been presented in [5].

The LHM of Na has been calculated for each sample from the DSC curves. Based on the LHM values for Na we have calculated the total amount of metallic Na in each sample. For all samples these parameters are presented in table 1.

2.2. Atomic force microscopy

The AFM results were obtained in ultra high vacuum (UHV) using an UHV AFM/STM Omicron system in the non-contact mode. To avoid chemical reactions between the radiolytic Na colloids and oxygen or water, the irradiated samples were cleaved, prepared and kept under UHV conditions prior to and during the experiments. Several AFM images have been obtained
Figure 1. DSC spectra of NaCl samples irradiated up to different doses at irradiation temperatures 100 and 120 °C. (a) 50 MGy, $T_{irr} = 120$ °C, (b) 150 MGy, $T_{irr} = 100$ °C, (c) 200 MGy, $T_{irr} = 100$ °C.
Table 1. Parameters of the investigated samples. The irradiation doses, the irradiation temperatures, and the thermal characteristics of the samples (i.e. the LHM and the associated Na volume fraction).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Matrix and dopant</th>
<th>Dose (MGy) $\times 10^{17}$</th>
<th>Irradiation temperature ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>Latent heat of melting (J g$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Volume fraction of metallic Na (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.349</td>
<td>0.691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>NaCl + 1000 ppm</td>
<td>100 (4 $\times 10^{17}$)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>0.687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>potassium chloride</td>
<td>150 (6 $\times 10^{17}$)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.586</td>
<td>1.160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td></td>
<td>200 (8 $\times 10^{17}$)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.613</td>
<td>1.214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td>200 (8 $\times 10^{17}$)</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>0.718</td>
<td>1.422</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

from different areas for each sample. As expected, we have observed sodium colloids with different sizes for all samples. AFM images for each of the samples are presented in figure 2. The radii of AFM tips, used in this investigation, have been estimated to be in the range between 20 and 30 nm.

The distributions of the particle sizes have been obtained from an analysis of the AFM images. An image analysis allows us to measure two size characteristics of the nanoparticles: (i) the height of protrusions in the profile measured perpendicular to the cleaved surface (along the $z$-direction—$Z$-size), and (ii) the lateral radii of protrusions along the $x$- and $y$-directions. We have found that the protrusion height changes from 0.5 to 30 nm, while the lateral diameter at half-height varies between 5 and 100 nm.

Here we expect to have strong convolution effects: first, because the radius of the measuring tip (20–30 nm) is much larger than the average lateral size of the nanoparticles. This implies that in the image the lateral sizes are significantly larger than the real ones. Second, the different interactions between the AFM tip and the different materials (metallic Na and insulating NaCl) at the surface of the cleaved sample might disturb the AFM image. The calculation of these effects is quite an intricate problem, which is beyond the scope of this paper. Therefore, we have used the $Z$-size of the nanoparticle-particles as a more reliable parameter for the evaluation of the colloid radii.

The distributions of the Na nanoparticles obtained from our analysis are presented in the histograms shown in figure 3. For all samples the height and width distributions were found by accumulating the results for five different 1000 nm $\times$ 1000 nm images obtained from the same sample.

The distributions of the protrusion heights as well as the lateral sizes can be represented by the corresponding histograms. The distribution functions show a clear dependence on irradiation dose. Starting with a rather narrow peak centred at about 3 nm (observed for the relatively low dose 50 MGy sample) the width of the asymmetric distribution of $Z$-sizes increases with increasing irradiation dose. In addition, with increasing irradiation dose the average value of the asymmetric size distribution shifts slowly to larger sizes.

As expected the lateral sizes are several times larger than real ones, but at least qualitatively the same tendency as observed for the $Z$-sizes can be recognized here.

3. Reconstruction of the size distribution function of the sodium colloids using the AFM data

The AFM data obtained in this investigation has been used to reconstruct the volume size distribution of sodium colloids. Mathematically, the problem is formulated as follows. Let the 3D medium (NaCl matrix) contain spherical objects (colloid particles) with a size distribution...
Figure 2. AFM images of samples irradiated up to different doses. (a) 50 MGy, $T_{irr} = 120\, ^\circ\text{C}$, (b) 150 MGy, $T_{irr} = 100\, ^\circ\text{C}$, (c) 200 MGy, $T_{irr} = 100\, ^\circ\text{C}$. 
Figure 3. Distributions of protrusions in the z-direction (perpendicular to the scanned surface) for samples irradiated to different doses: (a) 50 MGy, (b) 150 MGy and (c) 200 MGy.

given by the function $F(R)$, which is normalized to the object number density

$$\int_{0}^{\infty} F(R) \, dR = n_V$$

where $n_V$ is the volume concentration of the colloid particles.
Figure 4. Schematic view of the AFM sample.

Similar to the experimental procedure the crystalline medium is cleaved along a plane such that the colloids are not cleaved. Because of the symmetry of the problem, it is assumed that a colloid with radius $R$ can protrude above the surface to the maximum height $h_{\text{max}} = R$. Otherwise the colloid remains in the upper part of the cleaved matrix (see figure 4).

During AFM scanning of the sample surface the data are collected, which are represented in the form of a distribution function of the protrusions $f(h)$ normalized to the surface number density of protrusions,

$$\int_0^\infty f(h) \, dh = n_S$$

where $n_S$ is the surface concentration of the colloid particles.

It can be shown that the 2D and 3D distribution functions are related by the expressions

$$f(h) = \int_h^\infty F(R) \, dR \quad F(R) = -\frac{d f(R)}{dR}.$$  

(3)

It follows from (3) that $f(h)$ decreases monotonously with increasing $h$ since the distribution function $F(R)$ is positive by definition, i.e. the inequality $F(R) \geq 0$ must hold. This means that $f(h)$ has its maximum value at $h = 0$. Experimentally, the maximum is observed at about 2–3 nm because of the resolution limitations associated with the AFM experiment. Using (3) one can easily find the important relation between moments of the distributions functions

$$\langle h^n \rangle_n = \frac{1}{n + 1} \langle R^{n+1} \rangle_{n_V}$$

(4)

where the angular brackets stand for the averaging with the appropriate distribution functions. Therefore the volume fraction of the colloids is written as

$$V_{\text{col}} = \frac{4\pi}{3} \int_0^\infty R^3 F(R) \, dR = 4\pi n_S \langle h^2 \rangle.$$  

(5)

Together with the experimental data this formula can be used directly to estimate the volume fraction of the sodium colloids,

$$V_{\text{AFM}} = \frac{4\pi}{3} \frac{N}{S} \sum_i \frac{h_i^2 n_i}{\sum n_i}$$

(6)

5 The general mathematical aspects of the problem of relating the volume distributions of objects in a 3D medium to the surface distribution of cross-sections, obtained by a planar cutting of the medium, are considered in [6].
Figure 5. The dependence of the colloid volume fraction derived from (i) the AFM data (circles, equation (6)) and (ii) from the LHM of the Na colloids (squares, equation (7)).

where $N$ is the total number of protrusions found by AFM, $S$ is the scanned surface area and $n_i$ is the number of protrusions of height $h_i$. The volume fraction of the metallic sodium in the sample can be also derived from the DSC data. This means that results obtained with two independent experimental methods can be cross-checked. The volume fraction of the metallic sodium is related to the total latent heat of melting (LHM) by

$$V_{DSC}^{col} = \frac{d_{NaCl}}{d_{Na}} \frac{Q}{H_f m},$$  

where $d_{NaCl}$ and $d_{Na}$ are the densities of the matrix and metallic sodium, respectively; $Q$ is the total measured LHM of metallic sodium, $m$ is the sample weight and $H_f$ is the specific heat of fusion. Here, it is assumed that the specific heat of fusion and the sodium density within the colloids does not depend on the colloid size.

Figure 5 shows the volume fraction of the colloids as a function of the corresponding LHM. It can be seen that the results obtained by two different methods correlate. However the scatter of data points is rather large, because of the poor statistics due to the limitations of the AFM method. Despite the lack of statistics we have tried to reconstruct the volume distribution functions for the samples irradiated up to doses of 50 and 150 MGy, which show good agreement between the DSC and the AFM measurements (the first and the third points in figure 5). The experimental histograms were fitted by the function

$$f(h) = \frac{2n_s}{\alpha \sqrt{\pi}} \exp\left(-\frac{h^2}{\alpha^2}\right).$$  

The corresponding 3D distribution function is given by

$$F(R) = \frac{4R}{\alpha^3 \sqrt{\pi}} n_s \exp\left(-\frac{R^2}{\alpha^2}\right).$$
The parameter $\alpha$ was adjusted to yield the same volume fractions of colloids as measured with AFM, i.e.

$$\frac{4\pi}{5} \sum_i h_i^2 n_i = \int_0^\infty \frac{4\pi}{3} R^3 F_V(R) \, dR.$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

Figures 6(a) and (b) show the size distribution functions of the colloid protrusions above the cleaved matrix along with the fitting functions. Since $f(h)$ should reach its maximum value at $h = 0$, in order to obtain a good fit, the data measured by AFM were corrected, i.e. the maximum values in the experimental histograms were extrapolated along the $x$-axis to size zero (compare figures 3 and 6).

The fitting functions were used to evaluate the volume size distributions of the sodium colloids (figure 7). It is seen that the maximum of the distribution function shifts to larger sizes with increasing irradiation dose.

4. Discussion

The DSC scans of the irradiated samples which have been studied in this paper exhibit two melting peaks located at temperatures below the melting temperature of bulk sodium (figure 1). The relative magnitude of the heat flow associated with the peak located at higher temperature increases with the irradiation dose. There are three possibilities to explain this behaviour:

1. It is known [7] that the melting temperature of a small metallic particle depends on particle radius. Therefore two melting peaks can be produced by an ensemble of particles with a bimodal distribution, i.e. with a well-defined double peaked distribution of particle sizes.

2. The ensemble of colloids contains two populations of particle with two different structural states showing two different and well-defined melting temperatures.

3. The colloids consist of two regions: (i) the inner part and (ii) the outer shell close to the NaCl–Na interface. For the reasons discussed below the area of the colloid close to the interface might be forced into the FCC structure, while the inner part has the BCC structure. This idea is supported by the results for Ni-nanoparticle-particles [8], which suggest that surface melting might occur.

According to our AFM results the size distribution function of Na colloids is unimodal for all samples investigated in this study (figure 7). Hence we can safely rule out the first possibility.

Our experimental observations strongly support either the second or the third possibility, i.e. the explanation for the appearance of the two different melting features in terms of the presence of two different structural states within the population of colloids. With the present information it is not possible to make a choice for either option 2 or 3. Because the situation of option 2 is the simpler one with only one adjustable parameter, we will focus our attention on option 2. Let us discuss the origin of these structural states. The crystal structure of bulk sodium at moderate temperatures is BCC (with a melting temperature of 97.87 °C). It is known for free sodium that in the case of small clusters sodium has a FCC lattice structure [1, 2]. This could also be the case for small sodium colloids in the NaCl host lattice. Under irradiation colloids are formed in NaCl by agglomeration of radiation-induced F centres [9], which topologically are the vacant sites in the Cl sublattice. Therefore, a small colloid represents a void in the Cl\(^-\) sublattice, or a Na cluster with a FCC lattice in real space. In other words small colloids inherit the FCC structure of the surrounding Na sublattice in the NaCl matrix. It is likely that up to a certain radius $R_{\text{trans}}$, the surrounding NaCl matrix forces an FCC Na colloid to keep its ‘wrong’ lattice structure. During irradiation this small colloid grows larger and its
Figure 6. Size distribution functions of the colloid protrusions above the cleaved matrix measured by AFM after irradiation to 50 MGy (a) and 150 MGy (b). The dashed curves are the fitting functions given by (8) with $\alpha = 4.3$ nm (a) and $\alpha = 8$ nm (b). The distributions are normalized to the surface density (see (2)).

lattice eventually transforms into a BCC lattice\(^6\) [10]. This means that the irradiated sample contains FCC colloids ($R \leq R_{\text{trans}}$) and BCC colloids ($R > R_{\text{trans}}$), the melting temperatures

\(^6\) It should be mentioned that the lattice transformation of embedded particles was observed in metallic systems. For example, ion implantation of pure aluminium with thallium gives rise to the formation of nanoparticle-sized thallium inclusions [11]. Investigations have shown that these inclusions can have either a FCC or a BCC structure. Small inclusions (with diameters less than about 10 nm) are almost always FCC while larger inclusions (diameter larger than about 10 nm), are usually BCC [11].
of which differ more than one could expect from the pure size effect. The melting temperature
of large BCC colloids differs from the bulk melting temperature because of the size effect and
the influence of the NaCl matrix.

Strictly speaking our reasoning is valid for NaCl samples which are subjected to irradiation
at temperatures well below the temperature of the first melting peak, i.e. below 80 °C. The
samples investigated in this paper were irradiated at temperatures higher than the melting
temperature of bulk sodium. This means that during irradiation colloids were liquid. After
irradiation the samples were cooled down to room temperature. The size-dependent crystal
structures in colloids were formed during cooling. However, according to our previous
results [9], the DSC scans of samples irradiated at low temperatures ($T < 80$ °C) and at
high temperatures ($T \geq 100$ °C) are very similar. Moreover, the second DSC scan usually
reproduces the same shape as the first one. These remarkable facts indicate that the structural
states of colloids represent the equilibrium states. These states are determined by the properties
of sodium clusters and the NaCl matrix.

The relative amount of heat required to melt colloids of the second type (BCC colloids)
increases with increasing irradiation dose. This is explained naturally by the increase of volume
fraction of BCC colloids due to their diffusion growth. The melting peaks are rather wide,
probably because of the complicated size and shape dependence of the melting temperature of
colloids.

The combination of AFM and DSC data allows us to estimate the transition radius $R_{\text{trans}}$
between the two different structural states of the colloids. Let us assume that the melting
temperatures of the colloids of the two types are distributed with density probability functions

$$\rho_{1,2}(T) = \frac{1}{\sigma_{1,2}\sqrt{2\pi}} \exp\left(\frac{-(T - T_{1,2})^2}{2\sigma_{1,2}^2}\right)$$

(11)

where $T_1$ and $T_2$ are the average melting temperatures which do not depend on the colloid
radius; $\sigma_1$ and $\sigma_2$ are the standard deviations. The following numerical values are used below:
$T_1 = 82$ °C, $T_2 = 92$ °C and $\sigma_{1,2} = 2$ °C. We assume here that colloids with radii smaller
than the transition radius $R_{\text{trans}}$ produce the first melting peak at $T = T_1$, the other colloids
are responsible for the second melting peak at $T = T_2$. The heat flow as a function of the temperature is given by

$$q(T) = C \rho_1(T) \int_0^{R_{\text{trans}}} \frac{4\pi}{3} r^3 F(r) \, dr + C \rho_2(T) \int_{R_{\text{trans}}}^{\infty} \frac{4\pi}{3} r^3 F(r) \, dr$$

(12)

where $C = \frac{\beta_{\text{DSC}} H_{\text{f}}}{\rho_{\text{NaCl}} v_{\text{Na}}}$, $\beta_{\text{DSC}}$ is the heating rate during the DSC measurements and $v_{\text{Na}}$ is the molar volume of Na. In equation (12) the first and the second terms represent the contributions to the heat flow associated with the colloids of the first and second types, respectively.
$R_{\text{trans}}$ was adjusted to produce the temperature dependence of heat flow similar to what has been observed experimentally. In figure 8 we compare the experimental DSC curves with the reconstructed curves calculated with equation (12). According to our estimations, during colloid growth the transition to the BCC structural state occurs at $R_{\text{trans}} = 8$ nm. This estimation does not contradict the experimental melting results obtained for free sodium clusters [1, 2], where the transition radius has been evaluated to be about 3.5 or 4 nm, (cluster of about $10^4$ atoms). We could expect a larger transition size for clusters embedded in a rigid NaCl matrix compared with free Na particles.

5. Conclusions

- The latent heat of melting has been measured for sodium clusters with sizes in the range between 0.5 and 30 nm, produced in NaCl crystals by means of electron irradiation up to a dose of 200 MGy. The DSC measurements of the irradiated samples have revealed two melting peaks located at temperatures below the melting temperature of bulk sodium.
- The sodium colloids have been visualized in AFM experiments and their size distributions have been evaluated for different samples as a function of the irradiation dose.
- To explain the melting behaviour of Na colloids the phenomenological model has been formulated which attributes each melting peak to the population of sodium colloids with a particular crystal structure. It is likely that the surrounding NaCl matrix forces the small sodium clusters to retain the FCC lattice of the Na sublattice. When a small colloid grows, its lattice eventually transforms into a BCC lattice of bulk Na.
- By comparison of the model results with the DSC measurements the transition radius between FCC and BCC structural states has been estimated to be 8 nm.
- The dose dependence of metallic sodium volume fraction measured with AFM shows a large scatter in comparison with the corresponding dependence obtained with DSC measurements (i.e. the DSC method is more precise). This increased scatter appears to be due to the poor statistics of the AFM method. Another reason might be that on the cleaved surface the shape and the arrangement of the sodium colloids differ from those in the bulk of the sample.
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